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Abstra t
The rings observed around supernova remnant 1987A are emitted by a plasma mainly made of
ionized and neutral hydrogen atoms. With a density of 10 power 10 atoms per ubi metre, and
at least a dimension of plasma of 0.01 light-year, the olumn density is 10 power 24 atoms per
square metre, mu h more than needed for an opti ally thi k gas at Lyman frequen ies (Case B).
While, at 10000 K, the bulky gas would absorb Lyman lines fully, at 50000K it emits superradiant
lines. As superradian e de-ex ites the atoms strongly, nearly all available energy is emitted in a few
ompeting modes: Superradian e appears only for beams whi h ross the largest olumn densities;
for an observation from Earth, these beams generate three ellipti al hollow ylinders whose bases are
the observed rings; admitting that the Earth is not in a privileged dire tion, these ylinders envelope
ellipsoidal shells observed, for the external rings, by photon e hoes. For the equatorial ring, the
brightness of the superradiant beams is multiplied by a quasi-resonant indu ed s attering of the rays
emitted by the star. The de-ex itation of atoms by emitted beams ools the gas strongly, so that
ionization de reases fast, the pro ess self a elerates. The energy of the high radian e rays from the
star is strongly s attered to the ring while the low radian e of the glow whi h surrounds the star is
rather amplied. The fast absorption of the radial beams produ es the radial de rease of radian e
of the ring while a ompetition of modes produ es the pearls.
keywords: Radiation me hanisms: non thermal; Radiative transfer; Supernovae: remnants, individual.

1 Introdu tion
Various

odes have been set to study intera tion of light with interstellar matter (Ferland et al. 1998,

Röllig et al. 2007); but the number of parameters is so large that only parti ular

ases were studied;

for instan e Ferguson et al. 1996 wrote for this approximation, all indu ed pro esses [...℄ are ignored
. In Case B of Baker & Menzel (1938), neutral hydrogen
lines to be opti ally thi k, but this

olumn density is large enough for Lyman
4
ase is mainly studied at relatively low temperatures, typi ally 10

K (Hummer & Storey 1992).
At higher temperatures, and high light intensities, Case B is mainly an intera tion with a bulky
matter similar to a laser medium without population inversion.
a

ount superradian e and

The aim of this paper is taking into

oheren e of light-matter intera tions in the region whi h emits the rings

(ne kla es) of supernova remnant 1987A.
The magnitude of Supernova 1987A de reased from its maximum 2,9 to 16 in 1000 days (Arnett et
al. 1989). The initial spe trum was very ri h in UV and showed broad hydrogen and helium emission
lines; then UV light de reased and it remains only a diuse emission of lines of low ionization elements
(Woosley et al. 1988).
Ground based images of SN1987A showed a weak blob of gas whi h was resolved as a

ir umstellar

equatorial ring (ER) by the ESA Faint Obje t Camera on Hubble on August 1990. Comparing time
delay between maximal emissions of supernova and ring gave a diameter of the ring: 1.2 light-year (ly);
knowing its angular size, the distan e of the supernova was set (Panagia et al. 1991).
In 1994, two larger outer rings (OR) were dete ted; in 1997, spots (pearls) appeared on the ER, then
some mu h brighter, hot spots appeared at inner rim of the ring. Ex ept for its small irregularities,
the pearl ne kla e is very similar to gures of mode sele tion in laser systems emitting light on

ones,

while the fast time and spa e variation of radian e of the hot spots suggests a non-linearity rather than
omplex explanations

riti ized for instan e by Lloyd et al. (1995); the sour e, made of ex ited, neutral
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Figure 1:

Variation of the relative densities of HI , HII and ex ited atomi

hydrogen HI *, relative

intensities of light, and temperature along a radius starting at the star.

hydrogen atoms may be generated by sho k waves or by photoionization, like the spe tra of planetary
nebulae (Plait et al. 1995).
Inside the rings, we mainly follow the photoionisation model developed by Chevalier et al. (1995),
Lundqvist et al. (1996) and Lundqvist (1999), but our model diers from their model be ause we suppose
that the star remains very hot and bright, emitting in ea h dire tion a luminous ux equivalent to the
ux re eived from the ne kla e.
Se tion 2 re alls the emission and diusion of light inside the ER.
Se tion 3 of pure opti s, re alls stimulated emission of light, leading to superradian e and saturation.
Applying the results des ribed in se tion 3, se tion 4 shows how the radian e produ ed by superradian e is in reased and extended to a

ontinuous spe trum by an indu ed,

s attering of light emitted by the star, s attering whi h absorbs almost

oherent, nearly resonant

ompletely light of the star, but

not the glow whi h surrounds it.
Se tion 5 explains the variations of radian e in the equatorial ring, in parti ular it explains how hot
spots appear.
Se tion 6 studies the geometry of the rings.

All ellipsoids used in this paper are invariant by rotations around an axis, axis z' when it is dened.

2 The plasma inside the equatorial ring (ER).
After the blue supernova explosion, the remaining star had the spe trum of a blue star, emitting very
broad Lyman lines of HI and He, and a strong

ontinuous spe trum of shorter frequen ies (extreme UV).

We suppose that, after the main supernova glow, the surfa e temperature of the star did not de rease
very strongly, so that its spe trum remains mainly made of less wide Lyman lines of HI and extreme
UV.
To simplify the explanations,

onsider, at rst, only the main ring (ER), and, in a rst approximation,

suppose that the system has a spheri al symmetry. The

ooling of the plasma is limited by the absorption

of extreme UV whi h ionizes HI into ele trons and protons (HII ), building a spheri al bubble of HII
inside a

loud of HI (Chevalier et al.

1995). In the bubble, various ionized atoms (He, C, N, O, ...)

absorb energy, radiate lines and produ e a Rayleigh s attering of Lyman emission lines.
fra tion of this s attering is

The largest

oherent, produ ing in that way refra tion; weaker in oherent s attering and

emissions produ e a glow around the star, similar to the blue of our sky. As protons and ele trons are
nearly free, they do not play a notable opti al role.
For a

hosen orientation, lo ate a point by its distan e r to the

enter of the star, and set r = R at the

inner point of the ne kla e (gure 1). For r larger than about 3R/4, the remaining intensity in extreme
UV has de reased enough, and the ionization by several steps is improbable enough, to let appear some
mainly ex ited HI , with a density in reasing with r, so that Lyman lines are s attered and emitted more
and more strongly (Sonneborn et al. 1998).
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3 Reminder on stimulated emissions of light.
Plan k's formula for the ele tromagneti

energy of a mono hromati

the spe tral radian e (or the mono hromati

mode inside a bla kbody

onne ts

density of energy) in a light mode with temperature of the

bla kbody whi h be omes, by denition, temperature of the mode. Spe tral temperature of a transition
between two states a and b, of energies

Nb

wa > wb

in a medium where the respe tive densities are

denes a temperature of this set of states by the relation

Na /Nb = exp((wb − wa )/kT ), if

Na

and

there is not

an inversion of populations. All opti al intera tions, in parti ular stimulated emissions and absorptions,
tend to in rease the entropy of a system by an equalization of temperature of light with temperature of
involved mole ular transition.
Einstein [1917℄ introdu ed stimulated emission of light; studies on lasers show that they start by a
spontaneous emission whi h may be

onsidered as stimulated by the zero point eld. In thermodynami s,

emission and absorption are two fa es of an unique intera tion whi h tends to in rease entropy: if a gas
is hotter than the surrounding medium, it radiates light, else, it absorbs. Here, we mainly
rst

onsider the

ase and, in a rst approximation, strong Lyman transitions.

Depending on the

olumn density of emitting mole ules, three types of emission may be distinguished,

and easily observed in a hot gas:
- for a low

olumn density, the eld remains nearly the zero point eld, so that its in rease of intensity

(this in rease is the usual intensity) is proportional to the path of light. This Case A is the most

ommon

in the labs.
- for a higher

olumn density, assuming a negligible radiative de-ex itation of the ex ited levels,

the intensity be omes an exponential fun tion of the path.
ampli ation

oe ient.

having a radial speed in a xed small interval
ampli ation

The nal intensity depends mu h on the

For instan e, for a mainly Doppler-broadened line, the density of mole ules

oe ient is maximal at the

δV

is maximal around radial speed

V = 0,

so that the

enter of the line whi h, therefore, is sharpened. It is usual

superradian e.
- for a high olumn density, in Case B , the depopulation of the ex ited state of the studied transition:
i) limits the intensity

lose to the

enter of the line;

ii) de reases the spontaneous or indu ed emission of the line in other modes; it is a  ompetition
of modes whi h limits the number of high intensity emitted light beams.
virtually some paths, and therefore sele t mono hromati

Using mirrors to in rease

modes, a laser illustrates this behavior.

4 Generation of the ER by superradian e.
As previously des ribed in oherent s atterings are weak, far UV light propagates in ionized hydrogen
without a large absorption until it rea hes a region old enough to de rease strongly ionization of hydrogen
at low pressure; around 50 000 K hydrogen plasma

ontains enough neutral atoms, mainly in ex ited

states, to radiate Lyman lines strongly; this temperature was observed by Arnett et al. (1989)

lose to

the ne kla e.

10
−3
m
,
The measured density of hydrogen ions and atoms around the ne kla e is of the order of 10
14
24
−2
whi h gives, for paths of 0.01 light-year, that is 10
m, a olumn density of 10
m
. Compare this
amplifying medium with the plasma of a gas laser medium: In an Helium-Neon or ionized Argon laser the
22
−3
number density of atoms is of the order of 10
m
, and the length of a tive medium, multiplied by the
gain of the avity, of the order of 100 m, so that the number of atoms per unit of surfa e perpendi ular
24
−2
m
.
to the light beam ( olumn density) is of the order of 10
Temperature de reasing with the distan e to the star, more and more protons

ombine with ele trons

to in rease the density of hydrogen atoms mainly in ex ited states . Os illator strength of HI is large
for Lyman lines (0.8324 for Ly

α),

so that

olumn density of ex ited atoms rea hes a value for whi h the

medium be omes able to amplify Lyman frequen ies mu h, generating a strong superradiant emission.
Light rea hing the Earth was emitted in a
ring.

one, almost a

The height of the emitting region of this

ylinder whose base is the light-emitting

ylinder must be larger than its thi kness to obtain

superradian e in dire tion of the Earth. Assuming that the Earth is not privileged for the observation
of SNR 1987A, all emitting regions merge into an envelope of the
the ionization theory,

ylinders, whi h is the shell found in

ompatible with the sho k wave theory.

By a sele tion of modes, it remains only, in a given dire tion, a limited number of beams emitted
nearly tangentially to the inner surfa e of the shell. The geometry of a bright elementary mode emitted
2 2
to a teles ope, whose Clausius invariant is n λ , is dened by the mirror of the teles ope and a region
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Figure 2: Ellipti

se tions, by the plane

ellipsoidal shells of atomi

ontaining axis of symmetry z' and dire tion z to Earth, of the

hydrogen whi h generate the ne kla es (the ellipsoids are generated rotating

the ellipsis around z' axis); noe, ee and soe: north outer, equatorial and south outer ellipsoids; nor,
er, sor: tra es of the hollow, tangent
taking into a

ylinders of light oriented to Earth; the dotted lines suggest how,

ount the variations of density of the gas, the outer shells

an get a more realisti

shape of

pear (they should be resized).

of the ring exa tly resolved by the teles ope; the similarity with the

oni al laser emissions appears;

however, inhomogeneities of the stellar medium introdu e larger perturbations.

5 Ampli ation of the emission of the ER by indu ed s attering.
Superradian e

annot explain an emission of very broad lines or

resonant s attering

ontinuous spe tra. In oherent, quasi-

an, but it is weak. Indu ed by superradiant beams, s attering be omes strong in

privileged dire tions, mu h stronger, than an absorption followed by an indu ed emission at line frequenies. The s atterings indu ed by feet of superradiant lines broadens them more and more. A

ombination

of this broadening and saturation of s attering nally transfers nearly all light at all wavelengths from
radial light emitted by the star, to tangential light, building ne kla e and pearls.
The s attering tends to equilibrate temperatures (therefore radian es) of involved beams; the solid
angles of observation of a pearl ne kla e is mu h larger than the solid angle of observation of the star;
thus, the ux re eived from the star is so smaller that it is invisible.
Around the star, the halo of lumines en e of various ionized atoms is observed through large enough
a solid angle; as its radian e is low, it is not absorbed by the shell, maybe amplied by it; it remains
visible while the star disappears.
Superradian e depopulates the ex ited states of atoms HI whi h,
ooling hydrogen strongly and allows

olliding protons, slows them down,

apture of an ele tron; generated atoms are qui kly de-ex ited by

superradian e. This rea tion pro ess may amplify superradian e almost linearly, or rea h the

atastrophi

point at whi h almost all HII is lo ally transformed into HI ; in this last

ase, the radian e of tangential

emission bursts, a hot spot appears at the inner rim of the ring. In both

ases, radian e de reases from

the inner rim be ause the intensity of radial radiation de reases by s attering or absorption (Plait, et al.
1995, Panagia et al. 1991).
The tangential rays dire ted to the Earth draw the

ir ular ring and

ompetition of modes sele ts

some of them, stabilized by slowly varying perturbations of the system, for instan e by dust: the sele ted
modes make the pearls. Remark that mathemati al denition of the modes does not imply that they
are mono hromati : a mode is a ray in the spa e of solutions of a linear set of equations (here Maxwell's
equations).

This is happy be ause a perfe tly mono hromati

mode never starts and stops, it is not

physi s! Here, the nonlinearity of the superradiant pro ess provides an intera tion between modes whi h
ould be dened for dierent frequen y bands.
The

olumns of light generated by the superradiant modes ex ite various atoms, generating

of ex ited atoms. These

old atoms radiate nearly mono hromati , superradiant modes

the initial UV modes, in reasing the spe tral

omplexity of the rings.
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olumns

ollinear with

Figure 3: Se tion of the  ir umstellar hourglass s attering shells found from e hoes by Sugerman et al.
and the rings (g. 43n of Sugerman et al. 2005). Compare with g. 2 obtained from our hypothesis.

6 Geometry of the rings.
The shell whi h generates equatorial ring os not spheri al, but ellipsoidal, oblate (gure 2); as the
observed density of gas along its short axis z' is larger than in other dire tions, this shape is easily
explained, for instan e in the photoionization model: assuming that radiation of the star is isotropi ,
olumn density of ionized hydrogen must be equal in all dire tions, so that the path to the shell is smaller
along z'.
Su h shells were found and sket hed for the external rings by Sugerman et al. (2005) who, to represent
the emitting zones, darkened regions where the shells

ross tangentially the

the Earth; their gure 43n, reprodu ed as gure 3 shows a metal
regions, to ellipsoids; a
suggests a

ommon axis of symmetry z' for eje ted gas and

ommon origin; stars at these

ylinders of light oriented to

up shape

lose, in pre isely observed

enters of the external shells

enters are needed to explain easily a generation of the shells.

These stars may be neutron stars invisible be ause, heated by a

retion of gas, but small, they radiate

mainly UV. Halton Arp (1999) writes that alignments of stars are not all due to a
resulting probably from explosions, here the rst explosion of the fast spinning

idental observations,

ore of the supernova.

Around the neutron stars, the variation of gas density in z' dire tion is asymmetri , so that the shell
takes the shape of a pear, the external ne kla es loosing their

enters of symmetry.

7 Con lusion.
Taking into a

ount

oherent intera tions of light with the gas whi h surrounds SNR 1987A solves the

main problems:
- Coherent opti s and thermodynami s in a simple shell of HI explain the observation of a bright ring
with pearls, its radial de rease of brightness and hot spots on its internal rim.
- Thermodynami s of absorption and s attering in the shell of HI explains the progressive disappearing
of the

entral star while its glow generated by low ionization ions remains.

The three emitting shells may be generated by three aligned stars similar to the systems observed by
Arp (1999).
Ex ept for this last explanation, our results are dire tly dedu ed from observations, without any new
hypothesis. It does not require any new physi s either. It appears to us that all observations have simple
explanations. Therefore the

oherent light-matter intera tions whi h should be taken into a

ount in

astrophysi s should not be limited to refra tion.
Does generation of a ring by photoionization, superradian e and stimulated s attering applies to
some other observed rings, rather than gravitational lensings whi h require improbable alignments of
stars with the Earth?
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